Superconducting magnets built at the Brookhaven National Laboratory will be installed in both the Insertion Region IP2 and IPS, &d the RF Region of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In particular, field quality of these IR dipoles will become important during LHC heavy-ion operation when the p' at IP2 is reduced to 0.5 meters. This paper studies the impact of the magnetic errors in BNLbuilt magnets on LHC performance at injection and collision, both for proton and heavy-ion operation. Methods and schemes for error compensation are considered including optimization of magnet orientation and compensation using local IR correctors.
INTRODUCTION
An .important part of the USA contribution to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project is the construction of superconducting magnets for the interaction and RF regions of the future collider. The half of the total number of IR triplet quadrupole magnets will be produced by FNAL which is also responsible for the assembling another half of IR quads produced by KEK into cryostat. The BNL constructs superconducting dipole magnets for LHC experimental and RF insertions.
In the previous paper[ I] we analysed the impact of magnet field errors in the IR quadrupoles and dipoles on LHC collision performance for proton collisions at top energy. In this article the accent is made on the evaluation of the impact coming from the errors of BNL-made dipoles both at collision and injection and on the case of heavy ion collision lattice with additionallow-beta interaction point at IP2 in comparison with the proton collision lattice. The basic parameters of proton and ion lattices used at the analysis are listed in Table 1 . 
TRACKING SETUP
Fortran version of TEAPOT code was used for tracking studies. We restricted our investigation to 1000 turn tracking. Previous study indicates that lo5 turn tracking further reduces DA by 0.5 -1.a. Ten seeds of magnet errors were created based on the error tables for all studied magnets (the errors of warm D1 dipoles at IR1 and IR5 also were included). We excluded from the consideration only sqew quadrupole component of the errors assuming that the coupling is completely compensated.
The working point at collision(u, = 63.31, q, = 59.32) and injection (vs = 63.28, vu = 59.31) are both close enough to the third integer resonance condition. Thus to avoid the decrease in dynamic aperture the machine has to he retuned to the nominal working point after the magnet errors are introduced to the lattice. Also the arc sextupoles are used to correct the chromaticity to the nominal values of 2.0 in both X and Y planes.
The tracking is 6 dimensional with the RF system operating at nominal values of RF voltage. The particles to track are taken with the initial 2 . 5~ energy deviation.
DIPOLE ERROR ANALYSIS
BNL superconducting dipoles include interaction region beam separation magnets DI for IR2 and IR8, interaction region magnets D2 for all 4 IRs, and RF insertion magnets D3A, D3B, D4A, D4B (Fig.1) . The magnet design is based on the RHIC arc dipole. However, due to the specific LHC requirements the magnets D2,D4A, D4B utilize 2-in-1 design with two magnet apertures in one yoke. Examples of I-in-I and 2-in-1 magnet designs fro BNL-built dipoles are shown in Figure 2 .
The expected dipole error sets for D1 and D3 magnets at injection and collision used at the analysis are shown in Tables 2, 3 where 6 2 , a2 present quadrupole components. The twin aperture magnets (D2,D4) have slightly different the error set with 63 = -5.7 at injection and 63 = -0.48 at collision.
The big value of 63 at injection is caused by the effect of persistent current. In comparison with RHIC case this effect is relatively large. The magnet design was optimized initially for RHIC but the current of RHIC magnet at injection is ahout 600 A while the magnets for LHC would use the current as low as 300 A which leads to increasing persistent sextupole component. The analysis showed the persistent b3 at the arc LHC dipoles is of the same value as shown in Table 4 . The contribution of the the RF region dipoles (D3,D4) to the chromaticity variation is small in comparison with the total Contribution from the large 0-7803-5573-3/991$1 0.00@ 1999 IEEE. 
HEAVY-ION OPERATION
Tracking studies were performed for the proton LHC lattice both at iniection and collision with the whole set of errors from dipole error tables. The studies indicated no ~~~~~. sep. [mml angle [prad] ff,p; [mj quadrupole arrangement. In the unmixed scheme KEKbuilt magnets are installed at IRI, IR2 and FNAL-built magnets at IR5, IR8. In the mixed scheme the each interaction region contains both KEK-built (Ql,Q3) and FNALbuilt (Q2A,Q2B) quadrupoles. The most tracking has been done for the mixed scheme. Table 6 presents a summary of the hacking results. In order to compensate for IR2 magnet errors the same corrector scheme was put also into IR2. The results obtained for the cases with and without correctors at IR2 confirmed the conclusion that the presence of the correctors at IR2 considerably improves the nonlinear dynamics characteristics: 
CONCLUSION
Field quality of BNL dipoles is adequate for nominal proton operation both for injection and collision lattices. In the case of the ion lattice the contribution from IR2 magnets are considerable. The use of the non-linear correctors at IR2 is preferable if the crossing angle as large as 115Oprad to be used.
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The important case is when the errors were installed only at IR2 quads and dipoles. The resulting average DA of
